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CRF CELEBRATES 30TH ANNIVERSARY
CRF's 30th Anniversary Symposium and Banquet, held at Mammoth Cave on May 23, was a fine
affair. There were 50 to 60 Joint Venturers and National Park Service employees in
attendance. Dr. Eugene Hester, Associate Director for Natural Resources, N.P .S. began the
symposium with many kind words. In the middle of his remarks he presented an NPS "Take
Pride in America 11 award to Ron Wilson for CRF's many contributions to research in the
Nationai Parks. He concluded by talking about current NPS research objectives and praised
CRF as being an innovating force within the Park Service.
During the rest of the morning the explorers and cartographers told their stories under the
able coordination of Roger Brucker. The fundamentals of what we do - find and describe the
caves - were related from perspectives of time <30 years) and distance <California to New
Mexico to Kentucky). Each presenter gave his own vision of the future for CRF.
In the afternoon the researchers told of the long-term development of ideas and of the
growth of respect and enthusiasm for karst research within the scientific establishment. Will
White led the geology discussion, Tom Poulson directed the biology session, and Patty Jo
Watson told the archeology story. All gave their views on where future research should be
directed.
At the end of the afternoon several NPS managers commented on the proceedings and
suggested future directions for CRF. The high point of this discussion was the delight
Dominic Dottavio, the new Chief Scientist for the Southeast Region, showed in us as people
and as an organization. He stated that the partnership CRF has with the NPS was something
the Park Service should encourage throughout the system.
Sixty five people attended the banquet that evening - people like Joe Kulesza and his wife,
Bill and Judy Austin, Fred Benington and his wife, Dave Huber, Burnell Ehman, Denver Burns,
Gordon and Judy Smith. John Bridge, Horton Hobbs, Cal Welbourn, Jim Hardy from New Mexico,
Stan Ulfeldt from California, and many other young and not so young JV's. The banquet ended
on a very sweet note when I read excerpts from letters of congratulations from a dozen park
service people with whom we have worked over the years.
Tim Schafstall and Sunny Butoryak gave generous assistance by providing the morning and
luncheon meals, arranging the evening banquet, and serving as crisis managers wherever
needed.
The ·symposium proceedings will be published in an expanded form -expanded because there
were inevitable gaps in the story that was told. The publication will be in four parts:
exploration, cartography, science, and our role as advisors to the public land managers. Thus,
all who could not attend will still be able to share in the highly succesful symposium.
SARAH BISHOP
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NEW EDITORS

Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route 1, Box 110A
Annapolis, MO 63620
Quarterly : Feb., May, Aug. , Nov.
Subscnptions $4.00 per year.
Deadline : One month before the first of
the issue month.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of
the Cave Research Foundation, a
non-profit organization incorporated in
1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the
purpose of furthering research.
conservation, and education about caves
and karst. For information about the
CRF, write to: Ronald C. Wilson, CRF
President, 1019 Maplewood Drive , Cedar
Falls, IA 50613.

BOARD REAFFIRMS CURRENT
PRIORITIES
In conJunction with the Memorial Day
exPedition, the CRF board of directors met
in Mammoth Cave National Park. Discussion
concentrated on eastern operations. The
board reaffirmed the priority of getting data
mto more accessible formats through the
Publication of finished products. Funds
were allocated for the purchase of computers
to assist the efforts of our Missouri
cartographers.
Followmg an explanation by Bill Austin, the
board passed a resolution endorsing the
concePt of a national cave interpretation
center proposed for Horse Cave, KY. We
received reports on the planned 1988
expedition to China and other activities of
the individual directors. Mick Sutton and Sue
Hagan were appointed editors of the CRF
Newsletter.
The next meeting of the board will be at the
annual members meeting in Fresno,
California, scheduled for October 10.
RON WILSON

As the new editors, we'd like to introduce
ourselves. We've been JV's for three years
and, though we still consider ourselves
troglonymphs in CRF, we have between us
close to 35 years caving experience. Mick,
from Wales originally, earned his bat wings
in the Yorkshire Dales. Sue, a Chicagoan by
birth, first went underground in the Missouri
Ozarks. It was in Missouri's caves that we
met, and eventually we tied the prussik knot
together. On our small Ozark homestead,
Mick digs potatoes while Sue is a social
worker at the nearby state hospital. Most of
our spare time is spent caving, drafting
maps, or, lately, working on the Newsletter.
We hope to expand the scope of the
Newsletter and experiment with some
creative changes. You may notice, for
example, a change in format for the
expedition reports, which we've attempted to
make more concise and more closely related
to broad goals and objectives (fuller trip
reports will still be available from the
expedition leaders and CRF files). We've
also initiated an interview column and we've
altered the general layout slightly. Please
write to us with your complaints,
compliments and contributions: letters to
the editors, articles, illustrations, special
tips, etc. We'd like to hear about JV's or
Members who deserve some special credit,
and about special projects <including
non-CRF projects involving JVs). If you've
got an idea but aren't confident about your
style or the subject matter, write and we'll
help you out. We especially encourage the ·
folks out west to contribute, as it may be
some time before we pay you a visit for an
on-the-scene report. Ron Wilson recently
observed that it's almost impossible for one
person to know the breadth and depth of all
that goes on in this diverse and far..:flung
organization. As Newsletter editors, we will
try to do our best but your help will be
needed.
We'd like to thank Janet Alfred and her
co-workers Mary Follis and Karen Hunter for
keeping the Newsletter going over the last
two years, despite rather erratic input. As
we've been learning, it takes a lot of work.
Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton
Editors.

1987 RETAIL PRICE LIST
~ GEOLOGICAL GUIDE TO MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK, PALMER $11.95(hb)
THE PHILOSOPHER'S DIET, WATSON,R.A.
10.001hb)
6.95(pbl
A GEOLOGrCAL GUIDE TO MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK, PALMER
THE PREHISTORIC NATIVE AMERICAN ART OF ttUD GLYPH CAVE,
ADEQUATE EARTH, FINKEL
2.95(pb l
FAULKNER
11.95(hbl
ADVENTURE OF CAVING, tkCLUR6
12.50(pbl
THE PREHISTORY OF SALTS CAVE, KENTUCKY, WATSON,P.J.
2.5111(pbi
11.00(hb)
AMERICAN CAVES AND CAVING, HALLIDAY
THE RUNNER, WATSON,R.A.
8.95(hbl
15.00(pb)
ANNUAL REPORTS, CRF
1969 TO 1973
THE VAMPIRE BAT, TURNER
10.00(hbl
15.001pb)
1974 TO 1978
TRAPPED!, MURRAY/BRUCKER
12.50!hb)
1968-2.00
1980-4.00
UNDER PLOWMAN'S FLOOR, WATSON,R.A.
9.50! hbl
1981-5.00
1975-3.00
wiLDERNESS RESOURCES, MCNP
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1976-3.00
1982-5.00
YOCHIB: THE RIVER CAVE, STEELE
15.9S (hb)
1983-5.00
1977-4.0!l
YOCHIB: THE RIVER CAVE, STEB.E
10.95(pb)
1984-5.00
1978-4.00
1979-4.00
1985-5.00
1986-5.00
APHRODITES CAVE, NASH
9.95!hbl
MAPS
ARCHEOLOGY OF THE MAI"MOTH CAVE REGION, WATSON,P.J.
42.001hbl
BATWINGS &SPIDER EYES, KERBO
7.00(pbl
BIBLIOGRAPhiC OF FRENCH SPa.EOEY, MARTEL,E.A.
$2.50
CARLSBAD, CAVES AND A CAMERA, NYI'IEYER
17.001 hbl
CARLSBAD CAVERNS
1. 25
CARLSBAD, CAVES AND A CAMERA, NYMEYER
10.50!pbl
EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF SPELEOLOGYI19811
1. 00
CAVE ANIMALSIFRENCHl, SIFFR£
te.001hbl
FLINT RIDGE FOLIO I'IAP!1964l
5.00
~VE MINERALS OF THE WORLD, HILL/FORTI
25.001hbl
JEWEL CAVE<toldedl
.50
CAVE PHOTOGRAPHYIFRE~CHJ, CALLOT
20.001hbl
KAEMPER MAP OF MAI'ti'IOTH CAVE ( ca 1907 l
3. 00
CAVERN DEVELOPMENT IN THE GUADALUPE MTS, JAGNOW, D. H.
7. 50 (pb l
LEE CAVE,MAMMOT~ CAVE NATIONAL PARK
4. 00
9.001hbl
CAVERS, CAVES, AND CAVING, SLOANE
MAI'1MOTH CAVE GROUNDWATER P.ASIN MAPIQUINLANl
3.00
CAVES, KERBO
2. 95 (pb l . I':AI'II10TH CAVE POSTER I"AP
3. 00
CORP OF ENGINEERS INV. & EVAL. OF CAVE RESOURSES IMPACTED BY
MAMMOTH CAVE POSTER MAP<collectors ed1tlonl
25.00
RESERVOIR PROJECT-CALAVERAS COUNTY,CA., McEACHERN,GRADY 1.00(pbl
MAMMOTH CAvE HAP CARD
1. 00
15.001hbl
DEPTHS OF THE EARTH, HALLIDAY
NEW CAVE, CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK
1. 00
9.00(hb
EXPLANATIONS IN ARCHEOLOGY, WATSON,P.J.
OGLE CAVE
1.00
9.95(pb)
E.XPLORING CAVES, McClURG
OGLE CAVE SYMPOSIUM!reprintl
2.00
GLACIERS/FREEZING CAVERNS, BALCH
11.501hbl
5.95(pb)
GOING UNDER, Fit-IKEL
10.00(pb)
GRAND KENTUCI\Y JUNCTION, CROWTHER, et al
12.95(hbl
EUIDE TO AMERICAN CAVES, GURNEE
1987 RETAIL PRICE LI!:T-PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
7.95(pbl
GUIDE TO AMERICAN CAVES, GURNEE
JULY, 1987
4. 50(pb)
GLINPOt.;DER FROM MAMMOTH CAVE, DE PAEPE
MAIL CRDERS POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
10.00(hb)
KARST, JENNINGS
$1. 25 FIRST BOOK, $.50 EACH ADDITIONAL BOOK.
1. 00(pb)
~·AN AND NATURE, WATSON, P & R
$2.50 FOR ONE TO TEN MAPS OR MAP CARD ROLLED IN ONE TUBE.
1.50(pb)
HAWS ! , NOSWAT
MAKE CHECKS OR MONEY ORDER TO CAVE BOOKS.
Ie.50!hbl
I'EMOIRS OF A SPELEOLOGIST, DEJOLY
5.95(pbl
MEMOIRS OF A SPELEOLOGIST, DEJOLY
FLEASE CIRCLE n~E PRICE ON THE BOOKS OR I"APS YOU ARE ORDERINE.
12. 00(pbl
ORIGINS AND THE FIRST TWELVE YEARS, CRF
5.00 (pb)
PERSONNEL MANUAL I 198 1l , CRF
BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND RETURN ADDRESSIPLEASE PRINT>.
RAMBLES IN THE MAMMOTH CAVE, B~LLITT
5.001Fbl
1. 50( pb)
SALTPETER MINING IN MAMMOTH CAVE, FAUST
SEND ORDERS TO:
10.001hbl
SINGLE ROPE TECHNIQUES, ELLIOT
5.95(pb)
SPELEOLOGY: THE STUDY OF CAVES, MOORE/SULLIVAN
CAVE BOOKS
SUBTERRANEAN CLIMBERS, CHEVALIER
10.50!hbl
5222 EASTLAND DRIVE
5.95(pb ) NEW CARLISLE, OHIO 45344
SUBTERRANEAN CLIMBERS, CHEVALIER
10.95 (hbl
TEN YEARS LNDER THE EARTH, CASTERET
6.50(pb)
TEN YEARS UNDER THE EARTH, CASTERET
9.00(hbl
THE CAVE BEAR STORY, KURTEN
10.95(hbl
THE CAVES BEYOND, LAWRENCE/BRUCKER
t .50( pbl
THE CAVES BEYOND, LAWRENCE/BRUCKER
THE HILL CAVES OF YUCUTAN, MERCER
11.95 !hbl
6.95(pbl
THE JEWEL CAVE ADVENTURE, CONN/CONN
12.95(pbl
THE LC~GEST CAVE, WATSON/BRUCKER(new edition)
24.9Sihb)
THE LONGEST CAVE, WATSON/BRUCKER!new edition>
THE MAN FROM THE CAVE, FLETCHER
9.50(hbl
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RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
John Tinsley, Chairman of the science
committee, recently announced the winners
of the 1987 C.R.F. Fellowship competition.
The Fellowship committee selected seven
proposals out of thirteen received. The
$2000 Fellowship Award goes to Bailey D.
Kessing of Honolulu, Hawaii, for research on
the evolutionary history of the cave spider,
Lycosa howarthi.
Unlike most temperate zone troglobites, the
spider still has close relatives living on the
surface: hence new insights into the
evolution of troglobites can be gained which
would not be possible with the "relict"
species of the temperate zone. Kessing will
trace the relationship of the surface and
cave species by measuring accumulated
differences in their mitochondrial DNA.
Mt-DNA is inhereted separately from the
'bulk' nuclear DNA, and doesn't undergo the
'mix and match' that makes changes in the
latter difficult to interpret. Since it seems
to mutate at a constant rate over a wide
range of life-forms, Kessing will be able to
time the divergence of the trobglobitic line.
The lava tubes in which the sPiders live can
be independently dated by radiometric
methods, setting an upper limit on the
possible age of the troglobitic species.
In addition, grants of $1000 or $500 go to
the following:-

***

Ross Jones <Evanston, ILl for "a
neuroanatomical study of regressive
evolution of the amphipod Gammarus minus";

*** David Griffith <Chicago, ILl for work on
"the dynamics of a terrestrial cave
predator-prey system";
*** Leland C.Bement <Austin, TX> for "an
archeological investigation of a vertical
shaft sinkhole in Val Verde County, Texas";
*** Jerry R. Miller <Carbondale, IL> for a
study on "channel form adjustment in
response to karstification in south-central
Indiana" ;

*** Betty Wheeler <Minneapolis, MN> for a
study of "agricultural pollution in the
vicinity of Coldwater Cave, Iowa";

*** James Webster <Bowling Green, KY> for
studying "the association between radon
levels in the caves and residential
environments of Bowling Green, KY".
Congratulations to all the recipients; we
hope that their projects will be rewarding
and enlightening.

SOUTHWESTERN CAVERS WIN
AWARDS
CRF Honored by New Mexico
The C.R .F. was one of 15 organizations and
individuals who received the State of New
Mexico's "Take Pride in America" awards,
which are given for "efforts in promoting
outstanding stewardship of public land."
The C.R.F. was cited for donating 4580 hours
of cave restoration, exploration, research
and mapping to Carlsbad Caverns and
Guadalupe Mountains National Parks.
Carlsbad superintendent Rick Smith said
"The Park Service did not have the financial
or human resources to complete these tasks.
Furthermore, Foundation members discussed
their projects with Park visitors, increasing
public awareness." In an awards ceremony
on April 25, Ron Lipinski accepted the
Certificate of Recognition on behalf of the
C.R.F.
Ron Kerbo honored by NPS
Ron Kerbo, CRF member and a Ranger at
Carlsbad Caverns, won the annual "Freeman
Tilden Interpreter of the Year Award" for
the southwestern region. The award is
cosponsored by the National Park Service and
the National Parks and Conservation
Association; it recognizes outstanding
achievements in the field of interpretation
by NPS employees. Park Superintendent Rick
Smith cited Kerbo for "his untiring efforts to
promote an understanding and appreciation
of cave resources and of bats, and his
effectiveness in communicating the
importance of protecting them. He
communicates easily and effectively about
caves and cave resources whether talking to
professional geologists or to
schoolchildren."

AUGUST,
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE

At the field station, leaks in the pumphouse
were repaired,the ticket office was
temporarily electrified, and a large hole in
the Collins House roof was examined.

New Year's Expedition, 2-4 January 1987
Leader. Richard Zopf.
Fifteen peoole attended the New Year's
Leadership Expedition, few enough to allow
everyone to express their individual needs
and desires for more efficient caving.
Vertical and bookkeeping skills were most
often mentioned as areas deservmg personal
improvement. while clearly defined goals and
practical record keeoing were thought to be
needed bY exped1t10ns in general.
Consequently. Thursday afternoon's session
on Mammoth Cave cartography mcluded
book- keePing trammg, and midday Friday
was spent refining expedition procedures
and record keeping. SaturdaY was devoted to
underground cartographic work.

50ft

***
February Expedition, February 14-16.
Leader, Daryle Hensel
Most of the activities supported the 1:600
map program. The program continues to turn
up new passage in well-known areas. Part of
Carrie's Pass was resketched, while 680ft of
walking height passage off the Pass were
mapped. The passage appears on Kaemper's
1908 map, but had escaped CRF attention
until now. Above Pilgrim Avenue and Becky's

\

BRANSFORD AVENUE, 1971

All of the underground work supported active
cartographic projects. The Kentucky Avenue
manuscript was advanced bY a resurvey of
woodburY Pass and part of Morrison Avenue
(both of which vJere once used by Morrison
era tour trails>. and by resurvey near Grand
Central Station. The main line of Kentucky
Avenue 1s now complete, and details of side
passages are being gathered. The Cathedral
Domes manuscript received attention in the
form of resurvey of bad loops and of
Passages with poor original sketches. In
Flint Ridge, a crew worked in the Pohl
Avenue area: the main line of Pohl is
complete and now the Columbian/Eyeless
Fish Trail and Crouch way Loops are being
added to the manuscript. In addition to the
resurvey work, about 500 ' of new survey was
accomPlished. and some descriptive work on
the New Entrance was star ted.

Alley, a series of previously unmapped
passages added to our knowledge of this
intricate area. The tunnel to the disused
Cox Entrance was also mapped, and the Cox .
Avenue survey line was improved.
On the Kentucky Avenue sheet, survey crews
started a resurvey of Mammoth River (Hickel
Trickle). This forms part of a long survey
loop connecting the Kentucky Avenue tour
trail to the lower levels of Bransford and
Belfry Avenues. Two crews set over 80
stations along the stream passage. Near
Frozen Niagara, the Radio Room pit was
dropped in order to survey between it and a .
neighbouring pit but a surveyor cut her hand
on a food can, and the trip was abandoned. In
Flint Ridge, a replacement survey from
Ralph Stone Hall to Ingall Way was started.

AUGUST,
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Elsewhere, the Gothic Avenue extension was
tied to the tour trail survey. This excavated
crawl contains many artifacts from the
saltpetre mining works. Lee Cave yielded
270ft of new survey from an assortment of
leads. Two Sisters Cave and "Moonshine
Cave" were visited for the small caves
inventory and cartography program.
Moonshine was renamed "White Lightnin'
Cave" as the original Moonshine Cave had
recently been found.
A broken water line caused water rationiong,
with water being carried in. Hence there
were no showers for the 33 cavers in camp.

- were inventoried and sketched. J.D.C.
Cave contains highly unstable breakdown.
Sumner Pit, 60ft deep, was descended; there
were no leads at the bottom.
In Cedar Sink, Owl Cave, South Cave and the
entrances of Smith Valley Cave were
inventoried. Sand Cave, on the Green River,
was mapped for 230ft. Some surface survey
was done to tie neighbouring entrances
together, and an excavation of the blocked
Floyd's Cave entrance was started. More
work is needed to regain entrance to this
historically significant cave.
Exploration and survey also continued in
Mammoth Cave. In Fritsch Avenue,
surveyors mapped 11 OOft of new and recently
discovered passage in an upper level, well
under Toohey Ridge. About 4000ft of
Fritsch Avenue was resurveyed to replace

***

50ft

\

BRANSFORD AVENUE, 1987

April Expedition, April 11-12.
Leader, Rick Olson.
Forty-three people attended - over twice as
many as last year - and over 10,000 ft of
underground survey was accomplished. The
main emphasis was on small cave inventory
and s urvey , with most of the work
concentrated on Joppa Ridge.
Little Proctor Cave was surveyed (180ft) and
inventoried. The cave is well decorated with
flowstone , and has a lead which requires a
rope . Elko Cave was inventoried; Cripple
Creek Cave , 400ft long, was surve ye d.
Cripple Creek has no obvious leads: the wind
in the cave may be due to convection from
s urface cracks. Five caves with
Progressively more novel names - J .D.C.,
Gentry , Dad 's , Aunt Hill , and Elephant Nose

recent data which unfortunately has become
unavailable.
The 1:600 map program received attention.
In West Bransford Avenue , 1400ft of
resurvey to replace a very rudimentary
sketch was complimented by 160ft of new
survey. The lower level canyon of Woodbury
Pass was resketched, using the old survey
line. In Crystal Cave's Eyeless Fish Trail
2000ft of pedestal survey was accomplished.
The accurate survey is needed for Art and
Peggy Palmer's detailed geological map of
Crystal; it will also enable the Crystal map
to be integrated with the Pohl Avenue
manuscript map. In the Overlook area of
Crystal, 300ft of new and re-survey was
completed.
Slide shows and excellent food complemented
the fine work done by all participants.
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Mernooal DaY Expedttloo. MaY 22-24.

Leader, Tim Schafstall
The expedition was preceded by the CRF
30th Anmversarv celebration [see article P.
1 J. About 60 members and Joint venturers
staved over for caving.
One crew pushed the Fntsch Avenue survey
for another 1000ft into TooheY Ridge. The
passages ended in sandstone collapse, and in
sand fill. TheY are well above the level of
Logsdon River, and must surely be part of
the elusive high-level cave under south
TooheY Ridge. Work continued on the
Kentucky Avenue map: a partY finished the
resurvey of West Bransford Avenue, and
found that Bransford Barrier Pit is not such
a big barner. A replacement survey for
upstream Mammoth River was started. On
KentuckY Avenue itself. Forks of the Cave
received some attentiOn.
In Fllnt Ridge, a replacement was started
for a long-lost survev of a crawl under
Swmnerton Avenue. In the Brucker
Breakdown section, Faust Wav was
resurveYed - the original had no sketch.
Th1s comPletes the rePlacement survey of
Ralph's R1ver Trail started ten years ago by
Jim Borden. Another Party completed the
connection of Ingall WaY to Ralph Stone Hall:
mstead of following the known route.
however, they mapped along an unexplored
walking height canyon. This is another
Instance of a careful, thorough examination
of a well-known area turning uP surprises.
The new passage has several leads. A party
of climbers mapped partway up the Unknown
Entrance Pits and tied to a survey line from
the surface: this completes an important
surface-to-cave traverse, and will allow
coordinates for the Pohl Avenue map to be
revised.
A wetsu1t crew looked at an interesting
passage 10 Smith Valley Cave leading from
the 'terminal' dome of the Hosley map. When
last seen, in November, the passage was a
miserable. low airspace crawl. As expected,
the water level was now lower, The Party
travelled an estimated 1200ft to a drier
continuation. The passage has good airflow.
and is heading toward Whigpistle Cave,
several thousand feet away. Unfortunately,
the surveYors discovered that Suunto
compasses aren't waterproof, so there was
no survey.

The small cave proJect continued with the
survey of 600ft long White Cave <often
incorrectly known as "White's Cave">, and
with tidy-up survey in half-mile long Rigdon
Pit. In addition, there were biological trips
to Little Beauty and Great Onyx Caves in
support of Tom Poulson's work on parasitic
mites.

LILBURN
April Expedition. April 24-25, 1987.
Leader. Peter Basted.
New survey was the emphasis of the April
expedition: of the 900ft surveyed by the six
participants, almost all was in previously
unmapped passage. At the end of the Blue
Passage, a tight lead yielded several
hundred feet. DuChene Pit, 150ft deep, was
surveyed, along with several side rooms
partway down it. The survey was t1ed to
Curl Passage, thus closing a long looP. Lead
checking in the Jefferson Memorial area
turned up manY passages, most of them quite
pleasant; one of them connected with a
known Passage. Another loop was comPleted
bY a short survey from the Dragon's Teeth
into the Bacon Rind Room.

***
Memorial Day Expedition. May 23-25. 1987.
Leader, Howard Hurtt.
The expedition participants worked on a
balanced mix of scientific and cartographic
projects. Jack Hess' hydrology studies
received attention, with the collection of
water samples from within the cave, from
Big Spring, and from Redwood Creek above
the spring. The samples will be used for
carbon-13 and oxygen isotope analysis.
<Cave waters and surface waters can be
partly distinguished by their stable isotope
ratios). The flow rates of East and West
streams and of the main stream at White
Rapids were measured, the spring stage was
noted and the spring recorder was serviced.
The cave was very dry compared to previous
years, and the water was unusually murky.
The cause of the increased sediment load,
and the location of its source, are unknown.
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A surface party began mapping sinkholes
north of the Meyer entrance to fill in a gap
in the karstic features map. The team took
auger samples of volcanic dePosits from
·three sinks for the tephrochronology project
(see CRF Annual Review, 1985, p14J. A
crew went to the north end of Lilburn to
collect charcoal and silt samples for John
Tinsley's study of Lilburn Cave sediments.
On the cartography front, the main Job was
resurvey. A mapping team did a replacement
survey for the 800ft-long route from the
Yellow Hungus Thing up Alto Stream, through
the Bad Mitten Room and out the Crystal
Crawl to the False Telephone Pit. Side
passages off the route yielded another
350ft. Several unsurveyed leads remain in
this area; one lead , near the Impossible
Dream , ends in climbable twin pits. Another ,
as yet unsurveyed, connects to East Stream.

looked at in the New Section, the Remarkable
Crack, and Jim White Tunnel. A wet-suit
crew looked without success for going leads
off a wet fissure in the New Mexico Room
area. A laser profile of the Mystery Room
was accomplished.
In Lechuguilla Cave, a party examined the
geology of the Wooden Lettuce Passage.
They noted several high-level leads, and
examined all the lower level leads; no
significant new passage was found.

***
The survey and exploration of Lechuguilla
Cave will continue under a new management
plan authored primarily by Ron Kerbo. Kerbo
stressed that a few details, including the
design of a suitable gate, remained to be
worked out with the cavers involved in the
pro~ct.

Elsewhere, in preparation for mapping Cedar
Cave a party started clearing out the Sand
Siphon, which had become re-plugged by
floods. On the surface , expedition members
worked on repairing water lines, which are
Prone to being chewed by bears. The cabin
was PartlY cleared of ,iunk, and storage space
was reorganized.

GUADl\LUPES
Memorial DaY. May 23-25.
Leader, Harvey DuChene.
The Memorial Day expedition was attended
by 29 cavers. The main emphasis was the
survey of the recently discovered
Quintessential Right (QR) area off the Right
Fork. Left- hand Tunnel in Carlsbad Caverns.
Two parties mapped about 800ft and
reported that the area is a maze of highly
decorated fissures with boneyard at the top.
They mapped all the obvious passages except
t hose Judg ed to be too fragile. It seems
likely that more passage will be found once
t he da ta is plotted , to give an idea of the
best places to look. QR passages are very
delicate, and traffic should be kept to a
minimum.
Elsewhere in Carlsbad , s everal problem
areas - t he Music Room , and parts of Lower
Cave - were resurveyed , while leads were

Carlsbad cartography is progressing. The
Lunch rom quadrangle is up to date, as is the
portion of Lower Cave that underlies the
Lunchroom.
The new personnel officer for the
Guadalupes area is Joli Eaton : 1300 8th
Street, Tularosa, NM 88352. Ph
505-585-2417. Thanks to Bill Wilson for the
work he did in this position.

JESSE JAMES WASN;T HERE
Meramec Caverns, the "legendary hideout of
Jesse James", is best known to Missouri's
tourists as one of the State's most
impressive commercial caves. Last May, a
survey crew found that the cave still holds a
few surprises. While they didn't find
Jesse's loot, they struck gold in the form of
almost a mile of unentered trunk passage.
The mappers, mainly JVs working under the
auspices of the Missouri Speleological
Survey, discovered the new section in the
course of doing a detailed survey to replace
Charles Higgin's 1946 map. The new find
forms the upstrea m continuat ion of t he main
stream passage. To reach it requires
pushing through several tight , wet crawls . It
features a room more than 300 ' long by 100'
high, many ancient bear claw marks , and a
re markable end to the r iver passage in a 30
ft high water chute . MS/SH
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LEWIS CUTLIFF INTERVIEW
On July 1, 1987, we met with Lewis Cutll££,
Assistant Chief Interpreter at Mammoth
Cave. He represents a family heritage of
Mammoth Cave employment going back for
generations. The followin9 is a
condensation of the interv1ew with apologies
for the fact that. to use Mr. Cutliff's words,
"it's impossible to summarize in a few hours
a lifetime". SH/ MS
I was born here -they gave daddy [Lyman
Cutliff) Permission to build a house right
behind where the present visitor's center is.
Of course. it wasn't a National Park then.
When it became a Park, they let him take his
house with him. It's still standing in Park
CitY.
My great grandfather worked on building
the Old Hotel. Mv mother's father was on
duty the night the hotel burned. Someone
came and told him the hotel was on fire and
he ran over there and beat on the doors.
They thought he was drunk- he was wearing
his underwear! My grandfather started
working as a bellhop in the hotel and later
had a concession taking pictures of parties
going into the cave.
I used to hang around the guide house
when I was a kid. Father started working for
Old Man Ganter when I was about 10 or. 11
years old. He started off washing dishes in
the hotel. and started working in the cave
when I was 15. I remember people like Lewis
Brown, and Lew and Matt Bransford and the
other old guides. The parties then were
probably 15 or 20 people. Most of the
exploration was done after they got through
with their day's work, and my daddy did a lot
of exploring by himself, mostlY around the
Historic Section and around the New
Entrance when he was sent up there. When
he and Grover· [Campbell J found the mummy,
they had been sent down to watch the C.C.C.
The C.C.C. were working on the trails and
were turning UP lots of Indian relics. DaddY
and Grover were sent down there to make
field notes of what was found, so they had
lots of time to look around.
I was 12 or 13 when I started working for
my grandfather. I was payed 10 cents a trip
to carry the photo plates from the cave
vestibule up all the stairs to the hotel. At
14, I started taking the pictures. I went into
the Air Force when I was 19. When I got out,
my grandfather had died. I worked for the
concessions and I started going to Western
University. In the summer of '56, they asked
me if I wanted to guide. I did it as a

part-time Job while going to school. I
became a permanent guide in 1963.
The Crystal Lake Boat Trip was still
running then. It was used when Echo River
was too high. I think it's a natural lake,
though the landing dock may have raised the
water some. They also had the All Day tour,
the Frozen Niagara, and the Historic Tour.
Many guides didn't like the Violet City route
because of the long walk: they would
discourage people from buying tickets on
that. When I became Chief Guide, I made it
policy to not emphasize one tour over
another. The Full Day tour stopped in 1965.
The parties got so large that there were
three to four hundred peoPle in a tour and we
couldn't handle that many. In 1967, we
stopped using the wooden stairs at the New
Entrance. The stairs were okay. It just got
to somehow be a concern that the entrance
itself was unstable. After 20 years, nothing
had happened .•• we finally convinced them
that there was no hazard and now it's
reopened, with the new stairs of course.
There's been many changes through the
years. When my father started, you were a
trailer for three years be.fore they let you
guide. Even when I started here, you were a
trailer for a long time. They would work you
in a certain section before the·y let you work
elsewhere. You would get thoroughly
familiar with an area. Now we have new
seasonals who come on in June and are
guiding one month later.
Back then, people expected to be
entertained, but along with the 'local color',
guides gave solid information. Now people
Just enjoy looking. Each talk has to have a
theme, but the guides have pretty much of a
free rein. The only requirement is that it
has to be factual.
It seems like each generation wants to
call something by a different name. For
example, Tall Man's Misery became Tall
Man's Agony for about four or five years
until I got on top of it. I'm afraid that when
I'm gone, there won't be anyone who will
remember the names. They're wanting to
record me on tape; it would take a lot of tape
to tell it all.
You can't have a family tradition of being
a guide any more, not with all the
government regulations on employment. But
these people who come in from other places
seem to like it here and they tend to stay. I
guess it must be a pretty good place to work.
Look at me--I've been here all my life.
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MAMMOTH CAVE NARRATIVE
DESCRIPTION PROGRAM

BOOK NOTES

The National Park Service recently approved
a CRF program to provide a narrative
description of the passages of Mammoth
Cave. The program is designed to answer
the basic question "What is Mammoth Cave
like?" While many descriptions of the main
passages in the Historic Section have been
published, there is no comprehensive
reference • Accounts of the rest of the cave
are much less complete, and for many areas
no published description exists. The
program will remedy this by providing a
concise, comprehensive, description in
uniform format of the hundreds of passages,
rooms. shafts and other features that make
uP Mammoth Cave. The written
documentation will compliment and support
the large-scale maP series.
This is a long-term undertaking. What we
hope to produce is a geographic reference
work which can be built upon as the known
cave exPands, and which is flexible enough
to be used for many purposes. For example,
one might want to ex tract a description of
the half-day tour, or a route-finding guide
to FloYd's Lost Passage. A suitably flexible
indexing and cross-reference system will
have to be devised.
Two sources of information will be used:
published and unpublished accounts,
including trip reports and survey books, and
direct observation in the cave. The latter
will sometimes be incorporated with regular
survey trips, though special-purpose trips
will also be needed. The Program will
concentrate at first on areas covered by
1:600 maps already produced or under
production, particularly the tour trails of
Eastern Mammoth <Half-day, Frozen Niagara
and Wild tours).
MICK SUTTON

BATS OF CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL
PARK by Ken Geluso <Univ. of Nebraska),
Scott Altenbach <Univ. of New M-exico) and
Ron Kerbo <Carlsbad Caverns N.P.l.
Published by the Carlsbad Caverns Natural
History Association. Large format, 32 pp.
This is a very interesting book for both
cavers and the general public. In addition to
basic descriptions of the bats, the booklet
contains appendixes giving their scientific
names and measurements. A very fine touch
is a taxonomic key which is quite detailed.
The book includes considerable information
on geologic history, climate, vegetation and
other constituents of the area's natural
history. There is an excellent conservation
message with directions on where to send
support and where to obtain more
information.
I am frequently frustrated at the appearance
of books aimed at the least common
denominator of public knowledge; this book,
on the other hand, is not condescending but
seeks to bring all readers up to a certain
"expected" level of knowledge. It is well
illustrated with maps, diagrams and many
fine color photographs. This is a very fine
and inexpensive ($5.00) addition to any
caver's library.
SCOTT HOUSE
THE LONGEST CAVE by Roger Brucker and
Richard Watson. Published by Southern
Illinois University Press. Carbondale ; 1987.
331 pp, $12.95 paperbound, $24.95
hardbound.
Roger Brucker and Red Watson's classic
storY of the Flint Ridge/ Mammoth Cave
conn.ectlon has recently been reprinted. It
goes without saying (but we'll say it anyway)
that this is mandatory reading for anyone
who caves at Mammoth, and is highly
recommended for all who don't.

*******
Cave Management Symposium
The 1987 Cave Management Symposium will be held on
October 22-24 in Rapid City. South Dakota. The theme will
be "Learning to Live with Caves and Karst", with special
attention to industrial and government land use planning
in karst regions. The American Cave Conservation
Association and Wind Cave National Park are co-hosts.
For further information, contact Helen Thornton, P.O.Box
409, Horse Cave, KY 42749.

CALENDAR
Mammoth Cave E;:pealtione:
Labor Day, 5-7 September
Ron Wilson 319-277-3582 <H>. 319-273-2188
<W>
.
Columbus Day. 10-12 October
Hick Sutton 3'14-546-2864
Tnanksgivmg, 26-29 November
Phil DiBlasi 502-588-6724 <W>
Please notify the expedition leader or the
area manager <Tim Schafstall, 502-781-7032
H. 502-758-2343 W> two weeks in advance.
Guadalupes Expeditions
Labor Day, 5-7 September
Ron Lipinski 505-299-4603
Columbus Day. 10-12 October
Alan Williams 303-422-6623
Thanksgivmg. 26-29 November
Ron Bridgeman 602-744-2243
Please notify the expedition leader or the
area manager <Rich Wolfert, 303-278-1891>
at least one week in advance.

ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING
The 1987 Board of Directors meeting
promises to be an exciting affair, featuring
a wilderness backpack trip through the
Sequoia groves of Kings Canyon National
Park to the marble karst of Redwood Canyon.
The meeting will be held October 8-12, 1987,
in Fresno, California and at Lilburn Cave.
The closed meeting of the Board begins
Friday morning, October 9. and that evening
there will be an informal social for JV's and
Directors. The Open Directors meeting on
Saturday morning will be at Kings Canyon
National Park. A wine and cheese party
precedes the afternoon trip to Lilburn Cave
<a two hour drive followed bv a five mile
hike). The evenin~ supper at the Redwood
Canyon Field Stat1on will be followed by a
mini seminar on Lilburn Cave cartography.
Sunday caving trips will feature surveying, a
science tour, and "nifty" scenery, inside and
outside the cave. Participants will hike out
on Mondav. For further information, contact
John Tinslev, 1040 Oakland Avenue, Menlo
Park, CA 94025. Phone <415) 327-2368 <H> or
323-8111 <W>.
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